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Apeman cube dash cam c420d manual

Q1: How to install this camera: A: the camera usually shows please format the SD card while driving:A: The reason why the car camera will remind you that the SD card needs to be formatted is too many locked files and the SD card may be full. For the question you mentioned, we have some suggestions for you. Try changing the following settings. a.Make a loop recording time of 3 minutes. b.Turn the g-
sensor to low. Q3: Why the camera always turns on or off when the car is on:A: The reason the camera automatically turns on or off is that when the SD card is full, the camera stops recording and then turns off automatically. Then, if you turn on the parking cover and motion detection, the camera will automatically turn on when motion or vibration is detected. Enabling these two features will make this SD
card easily create a lot of small recordings, causing camera recording to stop and then turn off. So we provide the following suggestions to you and i hope it helps. a.Make a loop recording time of 3 minutes. b.Turn the g-sensor to low. c.Turn off the motion and parking detection cover. Q4: Why the night vision camera persists in and out: A: We are investigating the firmware to disable automatic brightness,
the following video link is sent from our client after the update, contact us to get it if it meets your requirements We have checked the top 5 apeman cameras currently for sale, including: c450, c860, c420, c550A and c580 models. APEMAN c450The APEMAN 1080p c450 is one of the more basic cameras in the APEMAN lineup. Records up to 1080p FHD with high sensitivity for night riding. It has a wide
angle of 170 degrees and a 650NM lens to capture up to 3 lanes at a time. It has all the basic features of a high quality car camera and even has a basic parking mode, which is unusual for cheaper cameras. The only features this camera doesn't seem to have include an accompanying app and additional GPS services, but if you're just looking for a camera you can set up and forget about, this one fits your
bill. She's very light, she almost feels like a nanny when you pick her up. It is easy to set up and comes with 2 window suction cups and a dashboard. It comes with two power cords: one that uses a USB port and one that uses a lighter for older cars that may not have a USB port. You need a 32GB SD card, which is sold separately, but when used, it stores up to 300 minutes of material. The company
suggests backing up the necessary files and formatting the card every 2 weeks to prevent the deletion of key files. This camera also has a screen to display the footage directly on your device, but it's easier to just view it on your computer. If you are looking for a camera with decent video and some additional functions, the c450 is a very cost-effective option. You can also one-year warranty and excellent
customer service from APEMAN. APEMAN c450 Specs1080p HD Video170° Lens Angle3 MicroSD Capacity DetectionG-SensorAPEMAN c860THE APEMAN c860 is a dual car camera with a maximum resolution of 1440p if you only use the front camera. If you're using both cameras at the same time, the front camera has a maximum resolution of 1080p and the rear camera has a maximum of 1080p.
You can change the frame rate between 30 and 60 frames per second, which changes the quality of the camera accordingly. Both the front and rear cameras have a 170 degree viewing angle. The camera also comes with a 3-inch HD IPS screen, making it one of the best screens for an APEMAN camera. Unlike other LCD monitors, the IPS monitor has better viewing angles, which is good for a camera that
stays in the sun most of the time. It also has high color accuracy and works well for wide viewing angles, which makes it work well for this camera. The Sony IMX335 image sensor in the c860 is slightly better than in cheaper cameras to provide better night time footage in both cameras. Like any other camera in the APEMAN lineup, you also get easy setup, one-year warranty and responsive customer
service. This camera also doesn't have an SD card, but it can support SD cards up to 128GB. There is also an H.265 compression option for video, so it takes up less space. While the c860 has a motion detection system, it only has a shock sensor, so it will record only on impacts and not when it detects movement. This camera costs a bit more than most other APEMAN cameras and although there are
no additional features, the better image sensor quality makes it generally better material. APEMAN c860 Specs1440P Front &amp; 1080P Rear VideoSony IMX 335 Sensor170° Lens Angle3 Viewing ScreenMotion DetectionG-SenorAPEMAN Mini c420The APEMAN Mini c420 is a smaller model in the APEMAN lineup. There is a dual camera version of this camera, but this review specifically applies to a
single camera product. Given the name, the camera itself is only 2 x 1.6 large, which makes it very inconspicuous and easy to hide on the windshield. Although small, the camera still comes with a 2-inch LCD screen for easy viewing and still shoots at 1080p FHD at 30 fps with a 170 degree viewing angle. This camera supports SD cards up to 32GB in size, so be sure to buy them with your camera if you
don't already have one. The Sony Starvis image sensor is a bit less powerful than other sensors but still has a large aperture and WDR to provide image data after quality. The LCD screen may seem a little small and there are many icons on the screen when viewing the footage, but it works in the crosshairs. It's always a good idea to look at the content on a larger screen to see if there's information or
image quality. The suction cup works well and is very adjustable so you can move it to get the best angle. However, the camera is so small that it sometimes feels too light and cheap. Tthe Tthe it's strong and supports the camera well, but it certainly doesn't look immune. The size and quality of this camera may be good or bad depending on your preference. Either way, APEMAN customer service is known
to be very open and will help in case of any problems or necessary replacements. APEMAN Mini c420 Specs1080p HD Video170° Angle32GB microSD Capacity2 LCD ScreenMotion DetectionG-SensorAPEMAN c550AThe c550A is a dual car camera with LCD display built into the front camera. The front camera captures at 1080p FHD, and the rear camera captures at 720p. Both cameras record at 30
fps and the front cameras record at 170 degrees, while the rear camera records at 130 degrees. This camera has some additional features that are not common on other APEMAN models. The C550A has been equipped with a 32GB SD card since December 3rd, but this size can only hold a few hours of footage, especially when recording in Full HD resolution. The camera supports SD cards up to 128GB,
so it's a good idea to upgrade it if you plan to record a lot. It has a GPS antenna sold separately, which can record speed and location data in addition to video only. Although this camera is not as flexible as other smaller cameras, it can still move quite a bit to record photos from different angles. The rear camera has some water resistance features to still be able to shoot on a rainy day. Since the camera
and LCD screen are on the same physical device, the camera generally feels more durable. It can also fit in smaller places than a camera with a separate screen to make it less visible. This camera also comes with a sticker holder instead of a suction cup holder to save space so you can easily place it behind the mirror. Before sticking this camera to the windshield, test it to avoid glare - some angles make
excessive sun problem when reading the license plate. APEMAN c550A Specs1080p Front Camera 720p Rear Camera 170° Lens Angle32GB MicroSD Capacity DetectionG-SenorGPS Capable (with optional antenna)APEMAN c580C580 is basically an improved version of the c550 without rear camera. The camera and LCD screen are located on the same device, which makes the camera easier to
mount in small, discreet places. This also means that the camera buttons are actually on the housing itself and are large enough to make the menu easy to navigate. It also works better than suction cups in warmer climates due to lower risk of melting. Because it is so light, the camera has a very low risk of falling. The C580 records in HD as high as 1920 x 1080p at 30 frames per second and has a 170
degree viewing angle. It is one of the few APEMAN cameras that has a built-in WiFi connection and a companion app called Finalcam where you can view, download and share videos using Phone. While the image quality is nice and the image sensor and WDR help with brightness, the c580 only supports the 32GB SD card and is not equipped with a camera, so important files and format the SD card
regularly. In addition, be wary of glare and carefully check the camera angle before placing it as a sticky handle that comes with the camera is quite self-adhesive and cannot be easily removed from the windshield if you make a mistake. Like all other APEMAN cameras, setup is easy, the instructions are easy to follow and customer service is extremely helpful. The camera performs its basic functions very
well and does not rely on ringtones and whistles to make a good product. APEMAN c580 Specs1080p HD Video170° Lens Angle2.45 LCD Screen Built-in WiFiMotion DetectionG-SensorChimen FAQWhat memory card size can I use in apeman car camera? Most apeman dash cameras allow up to 32GB of microSD card, which should be class 10How many hours of video can I record? This may vary
depending on your settings, but with a maximum memory card you should expect about 4 hours. With a dash cam, you don't have to worry about filling up your memory card because it records it in a loop, which means it records the oldest file and starts over. How long does the battery last? As with almost all dash cameras, the battery is not designed to power the camera, it is only designed to quickly save
the last video file when the car is turned off. APEMAN car cameras should always have a power source. How to set up an APEMAN car cameraPosh that you want to format a microSD card (up to 32 GB and class 10) in a skateboard camera. You can do this by going to the settings menu and finding the Format option and following the instructions. Then take the dash cam and hold it to the windshield and
see where it fits. You usually want it behind the rearview mirror as you won't be regularly looking at the screen, just change the settings or review the video. Make sure the rearview mirror has enough to rotate back and forth. After finding the location where you want to mount the car camera, take a clean wet rag and clean the surface of the windshield from dirt or dust. Now that the glass is dry, press the
suction cup holder to the desired location and firmly press it in place and latch the locking clip. The car camera should be firmly maintained in place. When you see that the camera is safe, you can start directing the charging cable down to the cigarette adapter. When the car charging cable is connected to a cigarette adapter, you can now test the car camera. Pass the car key enough to turn on the radio
and other devices. This should activate the dash cam. Now that the camera is ws. Look at the video and place the dash cam so that the lens view is directly above the car bonnet. At the moment, it would be a good idea to scroll through the menu settings area and make the desired changes
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